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PHYSICAL REVIEW B, VOLUME 65, 134436
Influence of in-plane crystalline quality of an antiferromagnet on perpendicular exchange coupling
and exchange bias

M. R. Fitzsimmons,1 C. Leighton,2,* J. Nogue´s,3 A. Hoffmann,1,† Kai Liu,2,‡ C. F. Majkrzak,4 J. A. Dura,4 J. R. Groves,1

R. W. Springer,1 P. N. Arendt,1 V. Leiner,5 H. Lauter,5 and Ivan K. Schuller2
1Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545

2Department of Physics, University of California, San Diego, La Jolla, California 92093-0319
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Universitat Auto`noma de Barcelona, 08193 Bellaterra, Spain
4National Institute of Standards and Technology, Gaithersburg, Maryland 20899

5Institute Laue Langevin, Grenoble, France
~Received 29 May 2001; revised manuscript received 29 November 2001; published 26 March 2002!

We have undertaken a systematic study of the influence of in-plane crystalline quality of the antiferromagnet
on exchange bias. Polarized neutron reflectometry and magnetometry were used to determine the anisotropies
of polycrystalline ferromagnetic~F! Fe thin films exchange coupled to antiferromagnetic~AF! untwinned
single crystal~110! FeF2 , twinned single crystal~110! FeF2 thin films and~110! textured polycrystallineFeF2

thin films. A correlation between the anisotropies of the AF and F thin films with exchange bias was identified.
Specifically, when exchange coupling across the F-AF interface introduces an additional anisotropy axis in the
F thin film—one perpendicular to the cooling field, the magnetization reversal mechanism is affected~as
observed with neutron scattering! and exchange bias is significantly enhanced.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.65.134436 PACS number~s!: 75.70.Ak, 61.12.2q, 75.30.Gw
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I. INTRODUCTION

Investigations of exchange anisotropy~EA! at the inter-
face between ferromagnetic~F! and antiferromagnetic~AF!
materials have received renewed attention recently due to
importance of EA in technological applications.1,2 Theoreti-
cal and experimental progress has been made understa
the phenomenology and mechanisms for exchange biasHE

~the shift of the F hysteresis loop along the field axis—
manifestation of unidirectional EA!.3 Experimentally, the ef-
fects of interface disorder4 on HE , the relation betweenHE

and coercivity, HC ,5–7 the magnetization reversa
mechanisms,8–10 and the temperature dependence ofHE

~Refs. 6, 11–13! have been studied in different systems. Th
oretical studies have produced various models forHE and
HC .14,15 These models include: formation of AF doma
walls parallel16 and perpendicular17 to the F-AF interface,
spin-flop coupling across the F-AF interface,18–21 collective
excitations,22,23 uncompensated free spin densities,11 and AF
domains with net magnetization.24

Coexistence of exchange bias and so-called perpendic
exchange coupling across the F-AF interface, which is ma
fested by a perpendicular orientation between the unia
anisotropy axis of the F relative to the uniaxial anisotro
axis of the AF, has been experimentally observed.25,26 Coex-
istence of these phenomena may be coincidental, or
suggest an interdependence. Sophisticated numerical mo
of EA have predicted that exchange coupling across
F-AF interface~for compensated AF surfaces! will produce
an arrangement where the spins of the F thin film are p
pendicular to those of the AF.18–21 So called spin-flop cou-
pling is a low-energy configuration for a F layer on a com-
pensated AF surface, and can give rise to experiment
observed perpendicular exchange coupling. Alterna
0163-1829/2002/65~13!/134436~8!/$20.00 65 1344
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mechanisms, including magnetoelasticity of the AF,26 could
also produce perpendicular exchange coupling betwee
and AF layers.

When the F and AF spins are constrained to lie paralle
the interface plane, Koon18 found that spin-flop coupling led
to exchange bias of the F-hysteresis loop. More recent s
ies removed this constraint and found that spin-flop coupl
would enhance the coercivity of the F thin film via an i
crease in uniaxial anisotropy, but did not produce excha
bias. Rather, a canted magnetic structure of the AF at
F-AF interface in combination with an incomplete doma
wall in the F,19 or uncompensated moments in the AF~Ref.
20! were required to produce exchange bias.

Alternatively, Miltényi et al.24 attribute exchange bias in
Co-CoO bilayers to the exchange interaction between the
magnetization of finite-sized AF domains~bounded by do-
main walls perpendicular to the F-AF interface—as in t
Malozemoff model17! with the F thin film. Their model pre-
dicts that a net magnetization of the AF layer establis
unidirectional anisotropy in the F layer parallel to the cooli
field, so perpendicular exchange coupling~or spin-flop cou-
pling! across the F-AF interface is not required to produ
exchange bias.

Owing to the computational complexity of numeric
models, modeling generally involves idealized F-AF stru
tures, e.g., first-principle calculations are made for F-AF s
tems where the AF is an untwinned single crystal. An i
pediment towards proving/disproving some of the differe
models for exchange bias is attributable to a lack of exp
mental data for nearly idealized systems. Experimental s
ies have focused primarily on systems in which the AF
usually polycrystalline, sometimes textured, and least oft
twinned ~or multidomained! single crystals are studied.25

Some exceptions exist,26,27 for example, perpendicular ex
change coupling was inferred from a magnetometry study
©2002 The American Physical Society36-1
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M. R. FITZSIMMONS et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 65 134436
an F-untwinned bulk single crystal AF.26

Here, we report the results of a systematic experime
investigation that correlates the in-plane crystallinity of t
AF layer with anisotropies created in the F thin film, ma
netization reversal, and concomitant exchange bias u
field cooling ~FC!. Specifically, neutron scattering and ma
netometry measurements were taken from samples withun-
twinned single crystal~110! FeF2 , and ~110! textured poly-
crystalline FeF2 AF thin films. ~Measurements for the
twinned thin-film single-crystal~110! FeF2 system were pre-
viously reported in Ref. 8. For completeness, conclusi
from that study are repeated as needed in the present m
script.! The intent of this study is to understand how t
in-plane crystalline structure of the AF influences EA acro
the F-AF interface by observing magnetization reversal p
cesses in the F layer with neutron scattering, and by mea
ing exchange bias with magnetometry for samples in wh
the crystal structure of the AF layer is systematica
changed. All AF films have~110! out-of-plane orientation
~texture!; however, the in-plane structure changes fro
single crystal to twinned to polycrystalline.

With a cooling field applied perpendicular to the spins
the untwinned single crystalline AF, a classic instance
perpendicular exchange coupling across the F-AF interf
was observed, yet exchange bias was not observed. A co
field applied to the sample with the textured polycrystalli
AF, yielded exchange bias even though perpendicular
change coupling was not observed. Therefore, perpendic
exchange coupling is neither a sufficient condition nor a
quired condition for exchange bias. Nevertheless, frustra
of perpendicular exchange coupling between a F layer and a
twinned AF is intimately linked to large exchange bias.
fact, for the Fe-FeF2 thin film system, the tendency to form
uncompensated moments in a polycrystalline AF thin fil
would seem to be of less importance in determining the m
nitude of exchange bias compared to frustration of perp
dicular exchange coupling that can arise in a twinned
system.

II. SAMPLE PREPARATION

This study involved investigations of three types
samples. In all cases the F thin film is polycrystalline Fe. T
first sample, called the untwinned AF sample (u-AF), was
prepared by sequential electron-beam deposition of ZnF2 ~25
nm!, FeF2 ~65 nm!, Fe ~12 nm!, and Al ~10 nm! ~a capping
layer to prevent oxidation! onto a polished untwinned bul
single-crystal~110! FeF2 substrate. The bulk FeF2 substrate
was heated to 77362 K to clean its surface prior to thin-film
deposition. The nominal temperatures of the substrate du
deposition of ZnF2 and FeF2 were 47362 K and 573
62 K, respectively, and of Fe and Al were 42362 K. Using
x-ray reflectometry, the roughness of the F-AF (Fe-Fe2)
interface ~root-mean-square deviation about its mean! was
determined to be 2.060.5 nm. In-plane glancing incidenc
x-ray diffraction confirmed that the AF layer grew as an u
twinned single-crystal film.

The purpose of the ZnF2 buffer layer is to decouple AF
order of the bulk~110! FeF2 single-crystal substrate from
13443
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that of the FeF2 thin film, while maintaining heteroepitaxia
growth conditions so that the FeF2 thin film would grow as
an untwinned~110! FeF2 single crystal. The extra step take
to deposit a thin film of untwinned single-crystal~110! FeF2 ,
rather than simply depositing Fe onto the bulk~110! FeF2
single crystal, facilitates a systematic and transparent c
parison of in-plane microstructure ranging from untwinn
AF films, to twinned AF films, to textured polycrystalline A
films.

The second sample, called the twinned AF sample (t-AF)
was prepared by sequential electron-beam deposition on
polished untwinned single-crystal~100! MgO substrate.
Preparation of samplet-AF, and its characterization via x-ra
diffraction, neutron reflectometry, and magnetometry w
discussed previously in Ref. 8. Samplet-AF was composed
of FeF2 ~90 nm!, Fe ~11 nm!, and Ag ~3 nm!. The twinned
structure of FeF2 is a natural consequence of growing a re
angular lattice~i.e., the ~110! plane of FeF2! on a square
lattice @i.e., the~100! plane of MgO# and produces twin crys
tal domains oriented 90° to one another. The roughnes
the F-AF interface for samplet-AF was 1.260.5 nm.

For the third sample, called the polycrystalline AF samp
(p-AF), a ;1-mm-thick MgO film was first grown onto
glass using ion-beam-assisted deposition~IBAD !.28 IBAD
involves bombarding the sample substrate with low-ene
ions, as MgO is deposited via electron-beam deposition o
the substrate surface. The angle of incidence between the
beam and the sample surface was chosen to preferen
sputter away MgO crystallites with crystallographic orien
tions that did not have the@100# direction parallel to the
sample surface normal. This procedure produces a MgO
with a random orientation in the sample plane, and a~100!
texture perpendicular to the film plane. After deposition
the MgO film, sequential electron-beam depositions of Fe2
~90 nm thick!, Fe ~13 nm!, and Al ~20 nm! were made at
temperatures of 47362 K, 42362 K, and 42362 K, respec-
tively. X-ray diffraction confirmed the out-of-plane~110!
texture of the FeF2 AF thin film, while no evidence for in-
plane texture was found using in-plane glancing inciden
x-ray diffraction. X-ray reflectometry determined the roug
ness of the F-AF interface to be 461 nm.

III. MAGNETOMETRY RESULTS—EXCHANGE BIAS
AND EXCHANGE COUPLING

To confirm that the Fe thin films were exchange coup
to the AF thin films after cooling through the Ne´el point of
the AF (TN578 K), the F-hysteresis loops of the sampl
were measured with a superconducting quantum interfere
device magnetometer. Exchange coupling between the F
AF thin films is evident if exchange bias is observed, or
the shapes of the F-hysteresis loops change upon coo
through TN . The cooling field wasHFC52.0060.01 kOe
~5509 kA/m!. Two cooling field orientations were examine
for sampleu-AF—one with the cooling field applied paralle
to the AF anisotropy axis, i.e.,HFCi@001# FeF2 @Fig. 1~a!,
inset#, and one perpendicular to the AF anisotropy axis, i
HFCi@ 1̄10# FeF2 @Fig. 2~a!, inset#. The values ofHE andHC
reported in Figs. 1~a! and 2~a! were obtained from hysteresi
6-2
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INFLUENCE OF IN-PLANE CRYSTALLINE QUALITY . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B65 134436
loops measured at 10 K~solid curves! with fields applied
parallel ~or antiparallel! to the cooling field direction. The
hysteresis loops measured for the same crystallographic
entations at room temperature are shown by the das
curves.

To see that the F and AF thin films were exchan
coupled for sampleu-AF, consider the first cooling field ori
entation ~Fig. 1!. At room temperature the hysteresis loo
@dashed curve Fig. 1~a!# is square, indicating that the mea
surement field was applied parallel to an easy axis of th
thin film. Upon cooling throughTN , the loop @solid curve
Fig. 1~a!# becomes sheared, indicating that the~measure-
ment! field was applied parallel to a hard axis of the F lay

FIG. 1. ~a! Hysteresis loop at 10 K~solid curve! and at 300 K
~dashed curve! for sampleu-AF, and the orientation of the cooling
field HFCi@001#FeF2 ~inset!. This cooling field condition produce
exchange bias (HE523262 Oe) of the F-hysteresis loop at 10 K
and coercivity ofHC55962 Oe. ~b! Polarized neutron reflectivity
profiles taken at 20 K for applied fields shown by the closed sy
bolsd in ~a! on the left-hand side~LHS! and right-hand side~RHS!
for the same sample and cooling field orientation. Significant sp
flip ~SF! scattering is observed for coercive fields on either side
the hysteresis loop, indicating magnetization reversal via rotat
Data corresponding to LHS are shifted for the sake of clarity. So
curves were obtained from fitted models of the type discusse
Ref. 13.
13443
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Yet, the direction of the measurement field always remain
parallel to the cooling field direction and the anisotropy a
of the AF thin film. Therefore, the@001# FeF2 direction,
which corresponds to an easy axis in the F thin film at ro
temperature, is a hard axis in the F thin film at 10 K. Th
change~and the nonzero value ofHE!, upon cooling is an
evidence for the exchange coupling across the F-AF in
face.

Now, consider the second cooling field orientation~Fig.
2!—one with the cooling field applied parallel to@ 1̄10#
FeF2 . At room temperature, the hysteresis loop@dashed
curve, Fig. 2~a!# is sheared, so the direction in the F thin fil
parallel to@ 1̄10# FeF2 is a hard axis. Upon cooling in a field

-

-
f
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d
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FIG. 2. ~a! Hysteresis loop at 10 K~solid curve! and at 300 K
~dashed curve! for sampleu-AF, and the orientation of the cooling

field HFC52 kOe for HFCi@ 1̄10#FeF2 ~inset!. HE and HC for this
cooling field condition are2262 Oe and 21862 Oe, respectively.
~b! Polarized neutron reflectivity profiles taken at 20 K for appli
fields shown by the closed symbolsd’s in ~a! on the LHS and RHS
for the same sample and cooling field orientation. No SF scatte
is observed, indicating magnetization reversal via domain nu
ation and wall motion. Data corresponding to LHS are shifted
the sake of clarity. Solid curves were obtained from fitted models
the type discussed in Ref. 13.
6-3
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M. R. FITZSIMMONS et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 65 134436
the hysteresis loop becomes square, indicating that the
in the F thin film is now an easy axis. This change from
hard to an easy axis upon cooling is evidence for perpend
lar exchange coupling across the F-AF interface~since the
easy axis of the F is perpendicular to the anisotropy axis
the AF!; however, the exchange bias is nil.

The temperature dependence in the qualitative app
ances of the hysteresis loops as square or sheared ca
quantified by plotting the remanent magnetization~MR in
units of the saturation magnetizationMS! as a function of
temperature for the two cooling field orientations@Fig. 3~a!#.
For completeness, the temperature dependence of the
civity HC and exchange biasHE are shown in Figs. 3~b! and
3~c!, respectively. The temperature dependences ofHC and
MR /MS indicate a gradual rotation of the F anisotropy ax
starting aroundTN , but not finally completed until lower
temperatures. The behavior is due to the competition
tween the intrinsic anisotropy of the F and the induc
anisotropies due to the F-AF coupling. Similar behavior w
previously observed for bulk FeF2 /Fe.26

The hysteresis loop shown in Fig. 4~a! ~solid curve! was
obtained from samplep-AF at 10 K. Hysteresis loops wer
also obtained by cooling and measuring in other orientatio
and these did not differ significantly. The similarity of th
hysteresis loops indicates that the ferromagnetic propertie
the F layer were isotropic.

IV. NEUTRON-SCATTERING RESULTS—
MAGNETIZATION REVERSAL MECHANISMS

The magnitude and orientation ofM in the sample plane
relative to the cooling field and details about the magnet
tion reversal process~i.e., whether magnetization reversal o
curred via rotation or domain nucleation! were determined
from the reflectivities of the samples measured with po
ized neutrons. Polarized neutron reflectometry~PNR! in-
volves specular reflection of a polarized neutron beam fro
flat sample onto a polarization analyzer.29 Four neutron cross
sections were measured. Two cross sections correspon
the non-spin-flip~NSF! reflectivity profiles, where the inten
sities of the reflected radiation for spin-up~11! @and alter-
nately spin-down~22!# neutrons illuminating and reflectin
from the sample were measured.30 The difference between
the11 and22 NSF reflectivity profilesDNSF is related to
the projection ofM on the direction of the applied fieldHA,
i.e., DNSF}M i . The remaining two cross sections are t
spin-flip ~SF! reflectivities. These are nonzero if the samp
changes the neutron beam polarization from spin-up to s
down ~12!, and vice versa. For example, ifM has a com-
ponent perpendicular to the neutron spin~as for example
would occur if the sample magnetization rotated away fr
the applied field!, then the beam polarization will change,
SF}M' . Therefore, we can determine from the PNR d
unambiguously the magnetization reversal mechanism,
whether the reversal occurs via coherent rotation vs dom
wall motion. Moreover, the PNR profiles were fitted usi
models of the type discussed in Ref. 13, from which
fraction of the sample with magnetization perpendicular
the applied fieldM' is obtained quantitatively.
13443
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A feature of PNR, which we exploit for this study, is th
capability to determine in one measurement, the fraction
the sample magnetization perpendicular to the applied fi
even if the net magnetization of the sample perpendicula
the applied field is zero. Since PNR yields an average o
spatially varying signal~i.e., the microscopic sample magn
tization! taken over dimensions of the order of a Fresn
zone width~typically having lateral dimensions of micron
and often smaller than the lateral width of a F domain!, and
the measurement is one of intensity, i.e., phase informatio
lost, the fraction of a sample with magnetization perpendi
lar to the applied field~N.B., either190° or 290°! can be
obtained. In contrast, techniques whose ‘‘averaging dim

FIG. 3. ~a! Remanent magnetizationMR , i.e., the magnetization
of the sample for applied fieldHA50, normalized to the saturation
magnetizationMS , is shown as a function of temperature. So
symbols correspond to directions ofHFC, and the applied fieldHA

parallel to@001# FeF2 . Open symbols correspond toHFC, andHA

parallel to@ 1̄10# FeF2 . The crossover of the remanent magnetiz
tion near 40 K suggests a change of the anisotropies in the Fe
film. ~b! The coercivityHC is shown for the two cooling field ori-
entations.HC is peaked at the onset of AF order in FeF2 at TN

578 K. ~c! Exchange biasHE is shown for the two cooling field
orientations. All curves are guides to the eye.
6-4
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INFLUENCE OF IN-PLANE CRYSTALLINE QUALITY . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B65 134436
sion’’ encompasses the entire sample, for example, ve
magnetometry, could yield zero signal for which a multitu
of explanations are possible. We note that in the direct
perpendicular to the sample surface, the ‘‘averaging dim
sion’’ for PNR is typically 1 nm thus, in principle, variation
in the depth dependence of the sample magnetization
also be inferred.31

For the neutron-scattering experiment, the samples w
cooled toT!TN ~to 20 K for sampleu-AF and 11 K for
samplep-AF! in fields corresponding to the magnitudes a

FIG. 4. ~a! Hysteresis loop at 10 K for samplep-AF. The cool-
ing field HFC52 kOe, was applied along the film plane~indicated
by the ‘‘s’’ notation in the inset!. The polycrystalline FeF2 film is
textured such that the~110! direction is perpendicular to the film
plane. The exchange bias and coercivity for this sample areHE5
23062 Oe andHC521162 Oe, respectively.HE andHC did not
change significantly for different cooling field directions.~b! Polar-
ized neutron reflectivity profiles taken at 11 K for applied fiel
shown by the closed symbolsd in ~a! on the LHS and RHS for the
same sample and cooling field orientation. No SF scattering is
served, indicating magnetization reversal via domain nucleation
wall motion. Data corresponding to LHS are shifted for the sake
clarity. Solid curves were obtained from fitted models of the ty
discussed in Ref. 13.
13443
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orientations used as cooling fields in the magnetome
study. Subsequent neutron measurements involved satur
the sample in a12 kOe field, reducing the applied field t
zero, reversing the direction of the applied field and th
increasing the field strength until the NSF-reflectivity pr
files ~the 11 and22 profiles! were equal, i.e.,DNSF50.
This field corresponds to2HC(T)1HE(T) @d’s denoted as
LHS ~left-hand side! in Figs. 1, 2, and 4# whereM i50. The
two non-spin-flip and two spin-flip cross sections were th
measured for each sample and cooling field condition@upper
panel of Figs. 1~b!, 2~b!, and 4~b!#.32 The right-hand sides
~RHS! of the loops whereM i50 were measured by satura
ing the sample in a22 kOe field, reducing the field to zero
reversing the field direction, and then increasing the fi
until the condition forM i50 was achieved, i.e.,DNSF50,
corresponding toHC(T)1HE(T). The neutron reflectivity
profiles for the RHS are shown in the lower panels of Fi
1~b!, 2~b!, and 4~b!. Results of the neutron and magnetom
etry measurements for samplesu-AF and p-AF, along with
those previously reported for the twinned AF sample~sample
t-AF!, for the different cooling field orientations are summ
rized in Table I.

Comparing the neutron-scattering results shown in F
1~b! and 2~b!, the cooling field orientation that produces e
change bias, i.e.,HFCi@001# FeF2 @Fig. 1~a!, inset#, is also
one which leads to magnetization reversal via rotation. M
netization reversal through magnetization rotation is evid
by nonzero SF intensity in Fig. 1~b!, since SF}M' @Fig.
1~b!#.33 The magnitude of the SF intensity suggests that 7
of the sample magnetization is perpendicular, i.e.,M'

578%, to the applied field at coercivity. Magnetization r
tation is promoted due to auniaxial anisotropy in the F thin
film that is perpendicularto the cooling field~and to the
anisotropy axis of the AF, thus perpendicular exchange c
pling is established!.34 Since exchange bias is observed,
unidirectional anisotropy in the F thin filmparallel to the
cooling field~and to the AF anisotropy axis! can be inferred.
The directions of the anisotropy axes in the F layer
shown in Table I~Row 2, Column 5!.

For the case of the second cooling field orientation, i
HFCi@ 1̄10# FeF2 @Fig. 2~a!, inset#, SF scattering was not ob
served @Fig. 2~b!#, so magnetization reversal occurs v
nucleation of a magnetic domain in the direction opposite
the saturating field, and motion of domain walls. In oth
words, cooling in a field withHFCi@ 1̄10# FeF2 produces only
one uniaxial anisotropy in the F thin film. The uniaxial a
isotropy lies along a direction parallel to the cooling fie
direction and perpendicular to the AF anisotropy axis.
exchange bias (HE52262 Oe) is observed in this proto
typical example of a perpendicular exchange coupled s
tem. This experimental observation reinforces a theoret
result of Schulthess and Butler20,21 that spin-flop coupling
does not by itself produce exchange bias.

From the study of sampleu-AF, we conclude that perpen
dicular exchange coupling between F and AF layers is no
sufficient condition for exchange bias, since both cooli
field conditions produce perpendicular exchange coupli
yet only one condition yielded exchange bias. This condit

b-
d
f

6-5



TABLE I. Summary of results for untwinned AF~u-AF!, twinned AF~t-AF!, and textured polycrystalline AF~p-AF! samples.
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is one where the F spins are oriented parallel~and antiparal-
lel! to the spins of the AF during cooling. In other words,
exchange bias is desired, then the conditionuSF•SAFuÞ0
must be satisfied during field cooling. Generalizing to situ
tions where the AF is twinned or polycrystalline, the coolin
field condition leading to exchange bias is one where

(
domains

uSF•SAFuÞ0

with the sum taken over all AF domains. The sums are ta
lated for the different samples in Table I.

Measurements of Samplep-AF ~the sample with the tex-
tured polycrystalline AF film! observed only a unidirectiona
anisotropy~as indicated through exchange bias!. By fabricat-
ing this sample in such a way that neither the AF film nor t
F film could have macroscopic uniaxial anisotropies, perp
dicular exchange coupling between the F and AF cannot
ist. Yet, exchange bias was still observed; therefore, we c
clude that perpendicular exchange coupling is neithe
sufficient condition nor a requirement for exchange bias.

V. DISCUSSION

In comparing the neutron data@Figs. 1~b!, 2~b!, and 4~b!#
for the different samples and cooling field orientations, o
similarity is observed. Specifically, the neutron reflectiv
profiles taken for coercive fields on either side of the sa
hysteresis loop are the same. In the first case~sampleu-AF
with HFCi@001# FeF2!, SF scattering is observed on bo
sides of the loop indicating magnetization reversal via ro
13443
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tion, since SF}M' , so the magnetization reversal process

symmetric on either side of the loop. For the second c
~sampleu-AF with HFCi@ 1̄10# FeF2!, and in the case o
samplep-AF ~sample with the textured polycrystalline A
cooled in any field orientation~parallel to the sample plane!,
SF scattering is not observed on either side of the loop.35 In
the latter two cases, magnetization reversal occurs via
main nucleation~i.e., nucleation of domains with magnetiz
tion directed opposite to the saturating field! and domain
wall motion. Even though the magnetization reversal proc
is different ~rotation is not involved! from the first case
~sampleu-AF with HFCi@001# FeF2!, the reversal processe
are symmetric on either side of the same hysteresis loop
other words, the samples withuntwinned single crystal or
polycrystallineAF thin films always exhibit symmetric mag
netization reversal processes on either side of
F-hysteresis loop.

Previously, an asymmetry in the reversal process~rotation
on the LHS and domain nucleation and wall motion on
RHS was reported for Fe layers exchange coupled totwinned
~110! MnF2 and FeF2 single-crystal films.8 ~More recently a
weak three fold anisotropy was identified in a similar F
twinned MnF2 sample.10 The three fold anisotropy may pla
an important role in asymmetrical magnetization revers!
Asymmetrical magnetization reversal was observed when
twinned sample was cooled in a field applied along a dir
tion that bisects the@001# axes of the FeF2 twins ~see figure
inset in Table I, Row 6, Column 2!. The exchange bias
(HE52325 Oe) for samplet-AF is about one order of mag
nitude larger than those measured for samplesu-AF or p-AF.

When the twinned sample~t-AF! was cooled in a field
such that one half the sample hadHFCi@001# FeF2 and the
6-6
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other half hadHFCi@ 1̄10# FeF2 ~see figure inset in Table I
Row 5, Column 2!, the magnetization reversal process o
curred via rotation and was symmetric on both sides of
loop. For the symmetric reversal case, the exchange
(HE5276 Oe) was reduced compared to the asymme
reversal case (HE52325 Oe). This reduction is partly un
derstandable in the context of the present results for sam
u-AF, since unidirectional anisotropy may not be establish
in half of the twinned sample~i.e., the half withHFCi@ 1̄10#
FeF2!.36 In other words, during field cooling the quantit
(domainsuSF•SAFu is smaller for the condition promoting
symmetric magnetization reversal (HE5276) compared to
the condition that promotes asymmetric magnetization re
sal (HE52325 Oe).

However, the expression(domainsuSF•SAFu does not quan-
titatively account for the large exchange bias of the sam
with the twinned AF. In the twinned system, the exchan
bias is between two and ten times~depending upon cooling
field orientation! larger than that measured for the untwinn
or polycrystalline AF samples. A peculiar extrinsic feature
the twinned sample is the small~10 nm! lateral dimension of
the twins, which, given that the anisotropy of FeF2 is so
large, likely limit AF domains~lateral! sizes to be equally
small. Because the AF domains are so small and their or
tations in the sample plane well defined~by the 90° twin
relationship!, interactions between the exchange coupl
mechanism across different parts of the F-AF interface
likely important and may lead to frustration of the F lay
~regardless of cooling field orientation!. Frustration in the
twinned system results, since one AF domain cannot ado
perpendicular~low-energy! orientation with the F layer with-
out another AF domain being forced into a parallel~high-
energy! orientation. These interactions produce two uniax
anisotropies in the F thin film that are rotated 45° from t
anisotropy axes of the twinned AF thin film and lower t
energy state for the entire system.

Frustration of perpendicular exchange coupling is in
mately linked to large exchange bias. When the cooling fi
is applied parallel to a direction that will upon cooling b
come one of the two well-defined uniaxial anisotropies~pro-
duced through frustration of perpendicular exchange c
pling!, exchange bias is still further enhanced~Table I, Row
6, Column 2!. This enhancement is correlated with an asy
metry in the magnetization reversal process on either sid
the F-hysteresis loop, which tends to suppress reversa
one side of the loop while promoting reversal on the ot
side. Exchange bias is commonly assumed to be cause
an effective internal field; in fact, exchange bias may res
from a modification of the magnetization reversal proce
which is most dramatic in the twinned AF system.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we systematically examined the influence
in-plane crystalline quality of the AF~e.g., untwinned single
crystal, twinned single crystal, and textured polycrystal! on
exchange coupling between an Fe thin film~the F! deposited
onto ~110! FeF2 thin films ~the AF!. Regardless of cooling
13443
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field orientation, perpendicular exchange coupling was
ways established in the sample with the untwinned sin
crystal AF. Yet, only the field orientation that aligned the
magnetization parallel to the anisotropy axis of the AF wh
cooling throughTN led to exchange bias. In the case of t
sample with the textured~out-of-plane!, polycrystalline~in-
plane! AF, exchange bias was observed but perpendicu
exchange coupling was not observed. These observat
taken together lead us to conclude that perpendicular
change coupling is neither sufficient nor required for e
change bias. However, frustration of the ferromagnet or p
pendicular exchange coupling across the F-AF interface,
change the anisotropy of the ferromagnet, and alter mag
tization reversal processes, which may play an important
in enhancing exchange bias.

In contrast, the orientations of individual grains within th
plane of the sample with a textured~out-of-plane!, polycrys-
talline AF thin film, are random, so well-defined uniaxi
anisotropies in the F thin film were not formed. The inabili
to form a uniaxial anisotropy in the F thin film, crucial t
enhancing exchange bias in samples with twinned~or un-
twinned! single crystal AF thin films, may preclude larg
exchange bias in the polycrystalline AF system.

The results from our systematic study of the influence
AF crystalline quality on EA, suggest that in order to e
hance exchange bias three conditions should be fulfilled

~1! The orientation between the spins in the AF and the
during field cooling must not be zero, i.e.,

(
domains

uSF•SAFuÞ0

~see Column 4, Table I!.
~2! By choice of cooling field orientation relative to th

AF or by engineering the AF microstructure, a uniaxial a
isotropy in the F layer should be formed in addition to a
not collinear with the unidirectional anisotropy produced
field cooling ~cf. Column 5, Table I!.

~3! If multiple uniaxial anisotropies exist in the F laye
one anisotropy axis should be aligned with the cooling fie
thus, promoting asymmetric magnetization reversal acr
the hysteresis loop~cf. Column 6, Table I!.
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